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CASE NUMBER:

AGENDA ITEM:
SUP 18-05

L.U.C.B. MEETING: April 12, 2018

LOCATION:

1154 & 1158 N. Hollywood
(Northeast corner of N. Hollywood and Vandale Avenue)

COUNCIL DISTRICTS:

District 7; Super District 8

OWNER/APPLICANT:

John R. Perkins/same as owner

REPRESENTATIVE:

Lazera D “LD” Thompson, Sr.

REQUEST:

Used Car Dealership

AREA:

+/-.24 acres

EXISTING LAND USE & ZONING:

19

Vacant Land/Commercial Mixed Use-3 (CMU-3)

CONCLUSIONS
1. The subject site comprises .24 acres of vacant land.
2. This section of N. Hollywood is characterized as a mixed-use corridor with vacant land, entertainment
establishments, vehicle sales and service facilities, and industrial uses.
3. The proposal will interfere with the development of adjacent property and will have an undue adverse
effect upon the character of the neighborhood.

RECOMMENDATION:

Rejection
Staff Writer: Staci Tillman

E-mail: staci.tillman@memphistn.gov
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LOCATION MAP
The subject property is located at the northeast corner of N. Hollywood Street and Vandale Avenue in the center
of the Hyde Park area.

SITE
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VICINITY & OWNERSHIP

PUBLIC NOTICE:

In accordance with Sub-Section 9.3.4A of the Unified Development Code
a total of 130 public notices were mailed on March 27, 2018, and a total of
2 signs were posted at the subject property. The sign affidavit has been
added to this document as shown on the following page.

NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING:

The meeting was held at 5:30 PM on April 2, 2018, at the Hollywood
Community Center, 1560 North Hollywood Street, Memphis, TN 38108.
The applicant provided a summary of comments made from guests
appearing at the neighborhood meeting. The applicant states “the main
concern they had was that they were in fear that the car lot would not be
maintained and there would be broken, non-working cars on the lot”. The
applicant also stated, “one of the largest concerns was about Memphis,
Light, Gas and Water purchasing the houses and land in the neighborhood
and turning the residential community into a commercial community”.
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SIGN AFFIDAVIT
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BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF SURROUNDING AREA
The aerial below taken from Google Maps shows the land uses within proximity to the intersection of Hollywood
Street and Vandale Avenue.
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BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF SUBJECT PROPERTY
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CURRENT ZONING

Subject Site
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LAND USE MAP

Subject Site

SURROUNDING LAND USES AND ZONING
North:

Vacant Land and Bar and Lounge within the Commercial Mixed Use-3 (CMU-3) District

East:

Single Family Residential within the Residential Urban-1 (RU-1) District

South:

Vacant Land and Auto commercial uses within the Commercial Mixed Use-3 (CMU-3) District

West:

Vacant Land, Bar and Lounge, and Single Family Residential within the Commercial Mixed Use3 (CMU-3) District
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SURVEY
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SITE PHOTOS
Subject Site

Subject Site

View of subject property from N. Hollywood Street

View of subject property from Vandale Avenue

SURROUNDING AREA PHOTOS

View of property at southwest corner of Hollywood View of property at southeast corner of Hollywood
and Vandale Avenue
and Vandale Avenue
ABUTING PROPERTY PHOTOS

View of property directly north of subject site

View of property directly to the east of the subject site
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Site and Surrounding Commercial Area Characteristics:
The subject property is located at 1154-1158 Hollywood Street. The site is currently zoned Commercial Mixed
Use -3 (CMU-3). According to the Memphis and Shelby County Assessor’s website, the subject site comprises
approximately .24 acres of two vacant unimproved parcels. This section of N. Hollywood is characterized as a
mixed-use corridor with vacant land, entertainment establishments, vehicle sales and service facilities and
industrial uses. The subject area abuts a vacant parcel to the north. An unoccupied residential structure sits
directly to the east of the subject site.
The land use and zoning pattern at the intersection of Hollywood Street and Vandale Avenue reflect a moderate
to heavy intensity commercial corridor along an 80-foot minor arterial road. Mixed uses line both sides of
Hollywood Street traveling north and south away from the subject site. A variety of retail, some automobile
related and some light industrial uses are dispersed along the six-block commercial corridor.
History of Site:
The subject site was purchased through the Shelby County Tax Sale Auction on February 20, 2018. Property
ownership verification is attached to this report. According to aerial maps shown on the Shelby County Register
of Deeds website, the southernmost portion of the subject site has been vacant since at least 2008. Aerials also
show that a residential structure was located on the northernmost portion of the site dating as far back as 2004 but
appears to have been demolished prior to 2010.
Request
The applicant is requesting a Special Use Permit to allow a Used Car Dealership at 1154-1158 Hollywood Street.
The application and letter of intent have been added to this document. The site is currently zoned Commercial
Mixed Use-3 (CMU-3), which no longer permits by-right the requested use, but may still be permissible within
this zoning district with the obtainment of a Special Use Permit (SUP).
Review of Request
The proposed car dealership is located within a high intensity commercially zoned area that is bordered to the
east and west by long established single and two family residential lots. The Commercial Mixed Use -3 District
is not intended to draw from abutting residential. Uses established within this level zoning district are typically
regional in nature and generally serve the larger area of the City and County. The commercial corridor where
the subject car lot is proposed comprise a hodgepodge of Commercial Type “C” assets that don’t’ create a high
enough value for market absorption from outside the immediate area.
The effects of this “less than optimized” product mix results in economic obsolescence often leading to poorly
maintained building facades and lots with overgrown landscaping, uncollected trash and debris, and other factors
which lead to environmental pollution. The proposed project concept at this location would exacerbate a negative
market condition and continue to destabilize the residential community that surrounds the subject site.
Site Plan Review:
The following items were considered based on the submitted site plan:
•
•
•

The site plan does not reflect an area where cars can be received and prepped.
The relatively small size of the lot will make it physically difficult to prevent an overcrowded appearance
Safety and Lighting considerations were not detailed on the submitted site plan
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Site Plan

Special Use Permit Approval Criteria
Staff disagrees the approval criteria regarding special use permits pursuant to the Unified Development Code
Section 9.6.9A, B, and F as described below have been met:
9.6.9A

9.6.9B

9.6.9F

The project will not have a substantial or undue adverse effect upon adjacent property, the
character of the neighborhood, traffic conditions, parking, utility facilities and other matters
affecting the public health, safety, and general welfare.
The project will be constructed, arranged and operated so as to be compatible with the immediate
vicinity and not interfere with the development and use of adjacent property in accordance with
the applicable district regulations.
The request will not adversely affect any plans to be considered (see Chapter 1.9), or violate the
character of existing standards for development of the adjacent properties.
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Conclusion
The applicant is seeking a Special Use Permit to allow a Vehicle Sales, Leasing and Rental Facility at 1154-1158
N. Hollywood Street. Hollywood is a minor arterial with two lanes of traffic flowing in each direction. This
section of Hollywood is characterized as a moderate to high intensity commercial corridor characterized by auto
related and other industrial uses as well as some retail sales with civic and unimproved lots dispersed throughout
the corridor. While the subject site is zoned to accommodate the intended use, the intensity of the use at this
location would adversely affect the plans considered in this community that seek to improve the public health,
safety, and general welfare of its residents. The proposal will interfere with the development of adjacent property
and will have an undue adverse effect upon the character of the neighborhood.
RECOMMENDATION:

REJECTION

If approved, staff recommends the following conditions:
SITE PLAN CONDITIONS
SUP 18-05
1. Any change or deviation from the site plan or landscape plan upon the determination of the Planning Director
shall be submitted to the Land Use Control Board for review and approval or administrative review and
approval by the Office of Planning and Development.
2. The standards for Vehicle Sales, Service and Repair, UDC Section 2.6.3(P), shall apply.
3. Repair can only be performed on vehicles in inventory only. No more than 25 cars shall be stored in inventory
on the premises.
4. The standards for Outdoor Storage and Display, UDC Section 4.8.4, shall apply.
5. Any outside light fixtures installed on the site shall meet the requirements and standards of the Memphis and
Shelby County Unified Development Code Chapter 4.7.
6. Refuse containers shall be screened from view from adjacent property and from the public roads.
7. No advertising devise shall be permitted to emit or broadcast any sound, noise or outcry.
8. A detail of any proposed signage shall be subject to the review and approval of the OPD and the Office of
Construction Code Enforcement.
9. All existing sidewalks and curb openings along the front of this site shall be inspected for ADA compliance
and any reconstruction or repair necessary to meet City standards shall be the responsibility of the applicant.
10. The curb cut along Vandale Avenue shall be removed.
11. The City Engineering shall approve the design, number and location of curb cuts through the street cut permit
process.
12. The site plan shall demonstrate conformance with the Class III Buffer along the east line of the proposed site.
13. The site plan shall demonstrate conformance with the parking requirements of the Unified Development Code.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Street Frontage:
Zoning Atlas Page:
Parcel ID:
Existing Zoning:

N. Hollywood Street: +/-80 linear feet
Vandale Avenue:
+/-130 linear feet
1935
042050 00029
042050 00030
Commercial Mixed Use -3 (CMU-3)
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DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City/County Engineer:
CITY ENGINEERING COMMENTS
DATE: 3-15-2018
CASE: SUP 18-05
NAME: Auto Sales
1. Standard Subdivision Contract as required in Section 5.5.5 of the Unified Development Code.
Sewers:
2. City sanitary sewers are available at developer's expense.
Roads:
3. Dedicate a 10 foot property line radius at the intersection of Vandale and Hollywood.
Curb Cuts/Access:
4. The City Engineer shall approve the design, number and location of curb cuts.
5. The Developer shall be responsible for the repair and/or replacement of all existing curb and gutter along
the frontage of this site as necessary.
6. All existing sidewalks and curb openings along the frontage of this site shall be inspected for ADA
compliance. The developer shall be responsible for any reconstruction or repair necessary to meet City
standards.
7. The developer shall construct sidewalks on Vandale in accordance with ADA/City of Memphis standards.
8. Any existing nonconforming curb cuts shall be modified to meet current City Standards or closed with curb,
gutter and sidewalk.
Drainage:
9. Drainage improvements, including possible on-site detention, shall be provided under a Standard
Subdivision contract in accordance with Unified Development Code and the City of Memphis Drainage
Design Manual.
10. Drainage data for assessment of on-site detention requirements shall be submitted to the City Engineer.
General Notes:
11. The width of all existing off-street sewer easements shall be widened to meet current city standards.
12. All commons, open areas, lakes, drainage detention facilities, private streets, private sewers and private
drainage systems shall be owned and maintained by a Property Owner's Association. A statement to this
effect shall appear on the final plat.
13. Required landscaping shall not be placed on sewer or drainage easements.
General Notes:
14. Required landscaping shall not be placed on sewer or drainage easements.
City/County Fire Division:
No comments received.
City Real Estate:
No comments received.
City/County Health Department:
No comments by the Water Quality Branch & Septic Tank Program.
Shelby County Schools:
No comments received.
Construction Code Enforcement:
No comments received.
Memphis Light, Gas and Water:
No comments received.
Land and Mapping-Address Assignment: No comments received.
Neighborhood Associations:
Vollintine Evergreen Community Association (VECA)
submitted comments. See end of report.
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APPLICATION
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LETTER OF INTENT
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PROPERTY OWNERSHIP VERIFICATION
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PUBLIC COMMENTS
Comments received from the public are included at the end of this report.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Alexander
Tillman, Staci
Re: SUP 18.05 - Application for Car Dealership at Hollywood and Vandale
Saturday, March 31, 2018 10:24:28 AM

The proposal for a car dealership at the corner of Vandale & N. Hollywood is ill-advised in an
area that has been ravaged by MLG&W 's purchase and demolition of 130 properties, mainly
in the Dexter/Tupelo neighborhood. There are many businesses along N. Hollywood that are
unsightly, not code-compliant and, after numerous phone calls over the years, the residents
still cannot get a code inspector out there to do their job and cite these businesses for their
illegal behavior. The sad truth is that many lower-income neighborhoods are treated
differently than ones that are more affluent and this is a prime case in point.
Vacant property may not be advisable in most instances but this new venture will only add to
the negative situation in that particular area. Several activists in the N. Hollywood area are
trying to obtain a parcel of land from the CSX Railroad Company to extend the VECA Greenline
further east from Springdale Street to make the area both more walkable and bicycle-friendly.
They are trying to regroup after the terrible actions by MLG&W and renew the community, so
I urge you to reject this application, which, unlike what the applicant states, WILL do harm to
the surrounding neighborhood.
I live in Midtown, but we are starting to see neighbors support neighbors all over the city and
we here in the Midtown area stand in solidarity with our neighbors to the north.

Gordon Alexander, on behalf of Midtown Action Coalition
179 S. Rembert St. 38104

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Landrel Warren
Gordon Alexander
Tillman, Staci
Re: SUP 18.05 - Application for Car Dealership at Hollywood and Vandale
Saturday, March 31, 2018 10:41:17 AM

I agree with you.
On Sat, Mar 31, 2018, 10:24 AM Gordon Alexander <CARLSTEBBINS@msn.com> wrote:
The proposal for a car dealership at the corner of Vandale & N. Hollywood is ill-advised in an
area that has been ravaged by MLG&W 's purchase and demolition of 130 properties,
mainly in the Dexter/Tupelo neighborhood. There are many businesses along N. Hollywood
that are unsightly, not code-compliant and, after numerous phone calls over the years, the
residents still cannot get a code inspector out there to do their job and cite these businesses
for their illegal behavior. The sad truth is that many lower-income neighborhoods are
treated differently than ones that are more affluent and this is a prime case in point.

Vacant property may not be advisable in most instances but this new venture will only add
to the negative situation in that particular area. Several activists in the N. Hollywood
area are trying to obtain a parcel of land from the CSX Railroad Company to extend the VECA
Greenline further east from Springdale Street to make the area both more walkable and
bicycle-friendly. They are trying to regroup after the terrible actions by MLG&W and renew
the community, so I urge you to reject this application, which, unlike what the applicant
states, WILL do harm to the surrounding neighborhood.

I live in Midtown, but we are starting to see neighbors support neighbors all over the city
and we here in the Midtown area stand in solidarity with our neighbors to the north.

Gordon Alexander, on behalf of Midtown Action Coalition
179 S. Rembert St. 38104

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Rigus
Tillman, Staci
N. Hollywood Issues
Friday, March 30, 2018 7:47:23 AM

Good Morning Ms. Tillman,
My name is Bob Rigus, the current President of VECA. It has been called to my attention that there
is a proposal for a used car dealership at the corner of Vandale & Hollywood. After MLGW’s
underhanded practices and shameful treatment of the area’s resident’s, permitting establishment of
this dealership adds, in my humble opinion, insult to injury. While I completely realize the negative
impact of vacant property in any neighborhood (just look opposite Snowden School on Mclean), this
proposed action will not be a benefit.
  While I am not a lifelong Memphian, I have noticed a glaring inconsistency in this city that there is a
constant cry about the treatment “poor blacks” while city politics perpetuates this treatment. This
actions taken in the past 5 years in this neighborhood is a prime example. Please intervene on the
neighborhood’s behalf.
Sincerely,
Bob Rigus, President
Vollintine Evergreen Community Association

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

mommadear1@yahoo.com
Samuel Ballard; Tillman, Staci; Ekstrom, Vivian
jnevels88@yahoo.com" , "dnevels4@yahoo.com" <dnevels4@yahoo.com>, "bob.wenner@wolfriver.org"
<bob.wenner@wolfriver.org>, "sandra@cleanenergy.org" <sandra@cleanenergy.org>,
"janet@cleanmemphis.org" <janet@cleanmemphis.org>, "atwaterc4@aol.com" <atwaterc4@aol.com>,
"Entzminger; Entzminger, Justin; Boyd, Berlin; Michalyn Easter; John Paul Shaffer; Rebecca Murray; Marth Carole
Dancy-Daniel; Brown, Joe; Rep Joe Towns; G. A. Hardaway; sen.sara.kyle@capitol.tn.gov; Lee, Joseph; Lee
Harris; alfonzo.lee78@gmail.com; Fullilove, Janis; Martavius Jones; Strickland, Jim; Hayes, Toni; Holmon-Turner,
Toni; Willie Henry
Special Permit Request for 1154 & 1158 North Hollywood by Used Car and Parts Business
Monday, April 02, 2018 4:24:22 PM
Climate_DiscussionNotes_10182016.docx

Sam and Staci,
I am sending you the attachment. It outlines what the SPARCC working group is trying to accomplish in
North Memphis. I, along with other members of the North Memphis community feel that putting another
business which emits car fumes is counterproductive to the goals we hope to achieve. This area is close
to a close. There are already similar businesses on Hollywood Street and more will just make it worst for
residents. We need fewer commercial businesses. there is a meeting tonight, April 2, 2018, at 5:30 p.m.
at the Hollywood Community Center. This is to be followed up with a meeting at the Land Use Control
Board, 125 North Main Street. Staci Tillman is the person assigned to this case.

From: "Ekstrom, Vivian" <vivian.ekstrom@memphistn.gov>
Date: Oct 21, 2016 4:08 PM
Subject: SPARCC Climate Working Group - Discussion Notes
To: "jnevels88@yahoo.com" <jnevels88@yahoo.com>, "dnevels4@yahoo.com"
<dnevels4@yahoo.com>, "bob.wenner@wolfriver.org" <bob.wenner@wolfriver.org>,
"sandra@cleanenergy.org" <sandra@cleanenergy.org>, "janet@cleanmemphis.org"
<janet@cleanmemphis.org>, "atwaterc4@aol.com" <atwaterc4@aol.com>,
"Entzminger, Justin" <justin.entzminger@memphistn.gov>, "John Michels"
<john.michels@midsouthgreenprint.org>
Cc:
Dear SPARCC Climate Working Group,
I’ve attached the notes from our discussion on Tuesday evening about the desired
outcomes and potential strategies related to climate change and environmental issues
in North Memphis. Thank you for sharing your thoughts and ideas on this topic, and
thanks for sharing your time. If you have any recommended changes to the notes,
please feel free to send them to me or John Michels.
One other bit of housekeeping: we would like some folks to volunteer for specific roles
as we finalize the climate section of the SPARCC proposal over the next few weeks.
Please let me know if you are interested in volunteering or would like to nominate
someone in our group for one of these roles:
· Technical Expert (1 to 2 people) - Someone who has strong working knowledge
and can provide detailed information on the priority area to inform the proposal
· Policy (1 to 2 people) - Someone who has an understanding of policies that
specifically need to be changed or are in progress to impact outcomes for the priority

area to inform the proposal
· Neighborhood Representation (1 to 2 people) - Individual from the
neighborhood (business or resident) who is able to express current work taking place
that can impact strategies and inform larger group about community’s needs to inform
the proposal
· Reader(s) (1 to 2 people) - Members of the priority area group who can provide
feedback on the draft and final copy of the proposal due November 11th
We hope to see all of you at the next full Collaborative Table meeting on Saturday,
November 5 at Bickford Community Center from 9:00am – 11:00am.
Best,
Vivian
p.s. If anyone has email addresses for Adam Guerrero (Smart Mule LLC) or Robert
Perry (The Time is Now Douglass CDC) who participated in our group on Tuesday,
please feel free to forward this message to them or pass along their info to me. It
looks like we did not get contact information for these two gentlemen.
Vivian J. Ekstrom, Planner
Memphis-Shelby County Office of Sustainability
125 North Main, Suite 468 | Memphis, TN 38103
(901) 576-7168 | http://cp.mcafee.com/d/1jWVIe3zqbWqoWX2bRPpJ5555xZdZNASyyyyMCUyyrdCPqLGH4VkD3ydj9JDSryJXLK2FEVguJG0UsaLenIaIfEf2F2NEVt5rI9K44XKm8843pISrdw0GdQDIEqgfxfPO1rBYdCQQQXCPtPqpJUTsTsSyrh

SPARC
Full Collaborative Table Meeting Notes
Priority Area Working Group
Climate
Work Group: Bob Wenner- Wolf River Greenway; Darrius Nevels- Nevel’s Restoration; John NevelsNevel’s Restoration; Dr. Carnita Atwater- New Chicago CDC; Sandra Upchurch- Southern Alliance for
Clean Energy and Douglass Resident; Janet Boscarino- Clean Memphis; Adam Guerrero- Smart Mule
LLC.; Robert Perry- Time is Now Douglass CDC; Justin Entzminger – Innovate Memphis
Facilitators: Vivian Ekstrom- Memphis Shelby County Office of Sustainability; John Michels- Mid-South
Greenprint
Effects of Climate Change in North Memphis
Flooding, drainage issues
- Destroys property
- Kills plant life
Extreme Heat
Air, Soil, and Water Toxicity
- Unique problem in Douglass Community
- 8 chemical plants, train tracks
- High asthma rates
- High infant mortality rates
- Poor Health for older and younger folks
- Subsistence Fishing becomes unhealthy
Emissions from North Memphis; how are we polluting and how can we reduce it?
Install Solar panels and other renewable energy
- Can be set up on vacant/abandoned properties, or remediated brownfields
Testing of soil, air quality
Weatherization will reduce toxins in the home
- Efficiency standards for weatherization
- Reduction of bills and carbon footprint
Education and advocacy is a high priority; key to making changes
- Build it into the school’s curriculum, duplicate around the city
Ban burning (of foliage, etc.) in the area
Dumping
- Occurs behind the school by individuals and businesses
- Accountability for enforcement of dumping
- Enforce Clean Water Act
Trash
- Community does curb side clean up to reduce litter
- Community is trying to purchase trash cans for corners
Responsible waste disposal
- Not currently a recycling Center In the neighborhood
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SPARC
Full Collaborative Table Meeting Notes
- Educate on how to recycle
Reduce carbon dioxide and other GHGs
- Fast growing plants as carbon sinks / carbon capture (bamboo, sunflowers)
o Jobs could come from harvesting and utilization
- Utilize vacant lots and convert brownfields into garden space
o Vegetable gardens, sunflowers
o Foliage
Transportation
- Not enough traffic in north Memphis to significantly impact climate
- Increase Transit access
- reducing single occupancy vehicles
- Ride Share
Industrial pollution
What are some ways that the community reacts to flooding and extreme heat?
- Find a safe place
- Emergency response
- Evacuation routes
o Folks are boxed in; if there is a plant explosion or flood Douglass residents are trapped
o Need underground access under railroad tracks
- Education
- Weatherization in summer
o New windows, insulation
o Lighter paint colors
o Ventilation
- Heating and cooling
- Extreme heat causes drought, causes community garden food sources deteriorate
o Compost retains carbon in the soil to aid growth
o Education
o Policy changes needed to keep compost
- Alternative Energy Sources
o Solar
o Water tanks
Outcomes- How do we measure:
Education and advocacy:
- Make a certain number of people aware
- Pre and post assessment
- Schools certified for sustainability
- Church curriculum
- Education programs through CDC
- Reduced utility bills
Emission rates: Pounds of carbon/year
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SPARC
Full Collaborative Table Meeting Notes
Reducing brownfields
Relates to HEALTH and RACIAL EQUITY
Reduce Vacant commercial property
Targeted metrics based on type of property
- Residential homes
- Abandoned commercial properties
- New development
Build trustful relationships (diversity, equity, and inclusion)
- Break down barriers
Be visible, present, and transparent
Carbon capture:
- Tree canopy
- Reduced toxicity levels
Transit access:
- Ridership of service
- number of bus routes
Creation of Green Jobs
Community Resources:
Douglass High School is a certified green school
- Douglass model helped city schools save money
- Climate resiliency
- Saved 600 tons of carbon emission
Community gardens
o Reduce air toxicity
Tennessee Interfaith power and light
- Work with the faith community to reduce carbon emissions
- Get stakeholder involvement
Next Collaborative Table meeting is Saturday, Nov. 5 at 9-11am at Bickford Community Center on
Henry Ave.
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